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FOREWORD
This report documents a study to determine the effect of the difference
in controlled element dynamics at transition on the pilot's performance and
behavior, and its implications for flight control design. The research was
accomplished under Contract NAS2-3607 between Systems Technology, Inc., and
the Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. The NASA project monitors were M. K. Sadoff and W. E. Larsen. The
STI technical director was D. T. McRuer and the project engineer was D. H.
Weir.
The assistance of C. P. Shortwell in performing the single-axis experi-
ments, and the help of A. V. Phatak in analyzing their results is grate-
fully acknowledged. The authors are indebted to the fine and patient work
of the STI Publications Department in the preparation of this report.
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The dynamic response of the human pilot is studied during sudden
changes in the effective controlled element dynamics caused by flight
control system failure. Experimental results from single-loop and
multiple-loop fixed-base studies are presented. A hypothesis of graceful
degradation is shown to be valid which states that the pilot's transition
response and performance are improved if the difference in controlled
element dynamics at failure is reduced. The design implications of this
principle are detailed. A model for the pilot's dynamic response is
presented which accounts for his behavior during the several phases of
transition.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
Failure of the flight control system* can cause a sudden change in
the dynamics of a vehicle or the effective controlled element. The
resultant controlled element transition requires that the pilot retain
control of the vehicle while adapting to the new dynamics and/or taking
corrective measures. The pilot can be relieved of the problem by
employing fail operational control systems. An attractive alternative
for some applications is to use the pilot's manual control capability
plus reduced control system redundancy to achieve a design compromise
with its attendant savings in weight_ cost, etc. To take advantage of
such a mix of manual and automatic functions, it is necessary to have a
better understanding of what the pilot can be expected to do_ and how
best to tailor the pre- and postfailure vehicle dynamics to make the
system degradation at failure as "graceful" as possible.
A. BACKGROUND
Prior research into operator response in the presence of changing
controlled element dynamics relates directly to this problem. The earliest
work was accomplished by Sheridan (Ref. I) who studied gradual changes
(over an interval of about 6 sec) and found that adaptation took about
15 sec on the average. The first investigation of the more pertinent
"sudden change" was done by Sadoff (Ref. 2) who compared the response
of skilled pilots in fixed-base and moving-cab simulators. His results
show that cab motion has a significant adverse effect as evidenced by
larger errors and longer transition times.
A series of experimental investigations was performed by Young,
Elkind, et al (e.g., Refs. 3--5), involving sudden transitions in
single-axis compensatory tracking tasks. A fixed-base facility with
*The concern here is with systems (e.g., stability augmenters) which
modify the dynamics of the effective controlled element which are in series
with the pilot in his control task.
a side stick manipulator wasused. Theseexperiments resulted in data
for a variety of transitions, a few of which correspond to flight control
systemfailures. Their analysis and modelling efforts have centered on
detection of the transition and identification of the posttransition
controlled element dyn_nics amongthe knownalternatives.
The study reported herein is an outgrowth of past STI work (Ref. 6)
which concentrated on deriving a model for the humanoperator's dynamic
responsebefore, during, and after a controlled element transition which
could be useful in control systempreliminary design. Theresultant
'_node-switching" model contained the following phases:
• Pretransition steady-state
• Retention of pretransition conditions
• Optimal control
• Posttransition steady-state
It defined the operator's response in terms of a duration (for the reten-
tion phase), a solution to an optimal control problem, and quasi-linear
models for the stationary compensatorycontrol initial and terminal con-
dition (Ref. 7)" The investigations showedtransition performance could
vary dependingon the changein controlled element dynamics. Fromthis
camethe notion that a flight control system could be designed to be more
"forgiving" at failure by making the transition in the controlled element
dynamicseasier to control.
B. GRACEFULDEGRADATION
The central concern in this study relates to the pilot's ability to
exercise adequatecontrol in the presence of a flight control system (e.g.,
stability augmenter) failure. The degree to which he can successfully and
reliably do so can influence the philosophy and detailed design of the
flight control system. For example, if the augmentedairplane is so good
that the pilot has little to do, then whenthe systemfails not only is
the increment in his readaptation large, but his ability to cope with
demandingtasks maybe reduced becauseof the poor pilot/vehicle perfor-
mance. If, instead, the level of prefailure augmentation is reduced so
that there are modestdemandson the pilot's capabilities at all times,
the increment of readaptation will be smaller and the pilot will be more
alert andmore capable if and when transition occurs. The latter phi-
_ losophy is of course directly counter to the popular notion of always
putting the controller vehicle characteristics in the center of a desirable
_%_region or "bulls-eye."
These notions can be summarized in terms of a "Graceful Degradation
Hypothesis" which states that the operator's transition response and
performance are a function of the difference in controlled element
dynamics at transition, as well as their respective dynamics; the
larger the difference the greater the control difficulty and the poorer
the performance.
The question at the core of this concept is the effect of the
augmentation level on the difficulty of transition following failure.
Answers were sought in this program by conducting experiments to:
@ Demonstrate the improvement in pilot control
following failure obtainable by reducing the
augmentation level.
Provide new direction to pilot-modelling
activities pertinent to time-varying situa-
tions, and to refine the current model.
In connection with the modelling aspect, it is pertinent to note that
the only time-varying situations of importance seem to be those associated
with sudden or step changes in the controlled element; and that past
applications of pilot models have always improved our appreciation for
their utility or shortcomings.
C. EXPEg/_ENTAL TASEB
Two experimental series were conducted as part of this program. The
first involved a single-axis roll tracking task. The second involved
multiple axis control of roll angle with aileron and yaw rate with
rudder. Both were run in a fixed-base cockpit using dynamics simulated
on an analog computer.
The single-axis task involved roll control of a VTOL in hover with
series stability augmentation provided by a roll rate gyro and a roll
3
attitude gyro. The resultant effective controlled element dynamics
were a pure gain, K, a single integration, K/s, or a double integration,
K/s2; depending on which augmentation loops were functioning. At the
time of failure the (reaction nozzle) control could center to neutral,
rampto a hardover position, or step to a hardover.
The primary task in the multiloop experimentswas roll control of a
conventional airframe. The dynamics in roll (roll subsidence and
spiral modes)were adjusted for goodhandling. The Dutch roll was
addedas a nuisance modeand its dynamicswere varied from good to bad
by makingminor changes(e.g., the _@/_dratio) in the basic airframe
and large changesin the level of stability augmentation. As a result,
no rudder control (damping) was required from the pilot in the good con-
figuration, while various amountsof pilot dampingwere neededin the
poorer ones. At failure the effective airframe went from goodto bad,
or poor to bad, in order to test the graceful degradation hypothesis.
Hardoverand soft failure modeswere also utilized.
D. REPORTORGANIZATIONA DPREVIEW
The single-loop experiments are reported in Section II, supported by
Appendix A. The multiloop-loop procedures and results are given in
Section III, with details in Appendix B. Digital techniques used to
analyze the multiple-loop data are given in Appendix C, together with
ensemble-average time-varying power spectra for selected sets of runs.
The graceful degradation hypothesis is shown to be valid, and the
resultant implications for design are summarized in Section IV.
The transition model of the operator's response (existing at the
outset of the study) is further confirmed by these experimental results.
It is extended in the case of hardovers to account for a deterministic
nonlinear pilot output which compensates for the failure transient.
The revised model is given in Section V.
Overall conclusions of the study and recommendations for appropriate
additional research are given in Section VI.
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BZNGT,_-AX_8 DATA A_D ANALYBIS
The purpose of the single-axis experiments was twofold; to assess the
dynamic response of the pilot under fairly realistic transition situations,
and to investigate the concept of graceful degradation.
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS
The single-axis experiments involved simulated roll control of an
augmented VTOL in hover. Three levels of augmentation were used:
• K/2• None, Yc = s
• Roll rate feedback, Yc " K/s
• Roll rate and attitude feedback, Yc " K
The system block diagram is given in Fig. I. The forcing function, i, was
a low frequency random-appearing command with a cutoff at 1.5 rad/sec. The
mechanization is given in Fig. 2, and the analog diagram in Fig. 3. Details
are presented in Appendix A.
Transitions in the effective controlled element dynamics were achieved
by failing either or both of the feedback loops in accordance with esti-
mated (relative) failure rates and failure modes as discussed in Appendix A.
The resultant transitions are summarized in Table I.
A typical experimental run lasted 3 to 4 minutes with the failure
occurring at random, I to 3 minutes after the start. The subject was a
well-trained pilot who had about 10 hr of practice (180 trials) in the
failure tasks prior to the actual experimental runs. The task was to mini-
mize the displayed roll angle error prior to, during, and after the failure.
Failure transients in the augmentation system (ramp, hardover) occurred
simultaneously with the opening of the loop(s). Amplifying details relating
to the subject and the experimental procedure are given in Appendix A. In
all, about 159 actual experimental runs were made with the distribution
shown in Table A-VII. The data consist of pen-recorder time histories of
the forcing function, roll error, sensor outputs, pilot output, and system
output •
PREFAILURE
AUGMENTATION
Rate
Rate
plus
attitude
TABLEI
SINGLE-AXISFAILURESITUATIONS
POSTFAILURE
AUGMENTATION
None
Rate
Attitude
None
POSSIBLEMODES
OFFAILURE
Soft_ hardover
Soft_ ran_,
hardover
Soft, hardover
EFFECTIVETRANSITION
K K
s s2
K
s
K
, _ neg
Soft
K
K-_---
s2
t
B. ARTICIPATED __0N CEARACTERY.STICS
Prior studies (summarized in Ref. 6) had resulted in a model which
divided the transition into phases with respect to time, each of which had
certain distinguishing characteristics. The phases were
• Prefailure steady state; stationary compensatory tracking
• Retention; prefailure pilot describing function plus the
postfailure controlled element dynamics operating closed-
loop
• Nonlinear control*; large control actions (sometimes time-
optinml) which stabilize the system and reduce the error
to some acceptable level
• Postfailure steady state; stationary compensatory tracking
These phases are illustrated in Fig. 4, which is a sample of data from this
experimental series. The units are also shown in Fig. 4. Note that the
units for rate and attitude feedback are inches of equivalent pilot output
(lateral stick movement at the grip).
*This is called the "optimal control phase" in Ref. 6, but "nonlinear
control" is more descriptive because many of the responses are suboptimal.
Theretention phase starts at the failure. It consists of the pre-
failure pilot adaptation and the postfailure controlled element operating
in a closed-loop fashion on the systemerror. This frequently results in
an unstable condition becausethe typical failure results in a substantial
increase in the controlled element lag. Theend of the retention phase is
defined as the point in time wherean abrupt change in manipulator motion
begins. It is most evident in transitions wherethe nonlinear control
phase can be clearly seen.
The nonlinear control phase starts at the end of retention and continues
until the systemerror has been reduced (approximately) to within the post-
failure steady-state envelope. This envelopemay exhibit a further, more
gradual decay during the first secondsof this steady-state period, corre-
sponding to an additional "adjustment phase" (Ref. 6) wherein the pilot'S
final adaptation is being achieved by an optimizing process. Identifying
the nonlinear control phase duration is a subjective process and it is
sometimes difficult.
Other measuresof the transition responseare shownin Fig. 4. The
"total settling time" is the sumof the retention and nonlinear control
phases. The "divergence rate" is the magnitudeof the slope of the error
curve at the end of the retention phase. The"numberof significant error
peaks" is the numberof peaks of all sizes (changesof sign of the error
rate) which occur before the end of the nonlinear control phase. It is
two in Fig. 4 and four in Fig. 14, for example.
Theprior studies have shownthat differences in performanceoccur,
dependingon the changein controlled elementdynamicsat transition; and
that these performancedifferences arise largely in the retention phase and
the early part of the nonlinear control phase. Hence,the major differences
betweenvarious types of failures in the senseof graceful degradation was
expected to lie in the retention phase and early portions of the nonlinear
control phase. In the case where the nonlinear control was time-optimal
(with a given stick amplitude limit), the retention phasewould be the only
place where differences would arise, by definition.
The steady-state characteristics of the pilot (in control of the various
effective controlled element dynamics) were estin_ted using the quasi-linear
describing function model of Ref. 7" The closure criteria were about 15-- 4_
25 deg phase margin and less than 5 dB gain margin. The resultant describing
functions and closed-loop roots are given in Table A-V of Appendix A. Com-
bining the prefailure pilot describing function and postfailure controlled
element dynamics gives the open- and closed-loop characteristics during the
retention phase, and these are shown in Table A-VI of Appendix A. Although
predictions for the nonlinear control phase were not made, representative
time-optimal ones are included in Ref. 6. Specific applicable suboptimal
forms among the competing alternatives were not defined at the outset
(unfortunately, they are still undefined for the most part).
The effect of different prefailure controlled element dynamics on the
retention phase and difficulty of control can be illustrated with an example
based on the predictions discussed above. Consider the two transitions
K -_K/s 2 and K/s -_-K/s 2, and assume that the modes of failure and initial
conditions are the same in each case.
The first transition, K -D-K/s2, is shown in Fig. 5a. It gives the loca-
tion of the closed-loop roots in the s-plane for the sequence of approximate
closed-loop transfer functions which occur during transition for the pilot-
plus-airframe system. These root ]ocstions are take_ from Tables A-V and
A-Vi. For prefailure there is a real pole at 1.87 rad/sec, a quadratic
pair at about 3.6 rad/sec, and a pilot-induced zero at 3 rad/sec. This
becomes the highly unstable pole location during retention shown by the sub-
cript "2". Then, after the pilot goes from a lag to a lead equalization,
the postfailure system results.
The second transition, K/s --_K/s 2, is given in Fig. 5b, taken from
Tables A-V and A-VI. The pilot needs no equalization before the failure,
and the response is characterized by the second-order pair at 3-4 rad/sec
denoted by the subscript "I". During retention these poles move to ---35
damping ratio, and then move back to •11 damping in postfailure steady
state (with pilot lead at about 0.2 rad/sec).
The reduced movement of the quadratic poles and the lack of a first-
order lag during retention is evident in Fig. 5b, although the divergence
rate of the quadratic pair during retention is larger than in Fig. 5a. Note
that each transition could be improved if the pilot used a lower prefailure
gain, thereby reducing the retention phaseinstability. The results suggest
that the K/s-D-K/s 2 transition should give the pilot less difficulty.
C. ._._:_'&_ I_SUI_
The single-axis data consist of time histories for 159 experimental runs
containing eight types of failures allocated as shown in Table A-VII in
Appendix A. They have all been analyzed in detail with the objectives of
substantiating the graceful degradation concept and extending and refining
the transition model of the human operator. Examples of the data are presented
below, together with comparative observations and discussion relevant to both
objectives. The transition response measures have also been made, and these
are presented in histogram form in connection with the discussion on graceful
degradation in subsection D.
An example of the K-_-K/s (soft) failure in which the attitude loop
steps to zero feedback is given in Fig. 6. In general, the time of failure
cannot be detected by examining the error trace alone even when the "step
shutoff" is fairly large. Examination of the envelope of the postfailure
steady-state error shows it to be slightly higher than before the failure,
suggesting that the pilot's postfailure adaptation may be less than optimum
with respect to mean square error. The nonlinear control phase is absent
in these data, as is the retention time in its usual sense. Hence the transi-
tion response measures (divergence rate, etc.) are inappropriate and have not
been made. The adaptation to the postfailure steady state is immediate for
all practical purposes.
The K -_-K/s (ramp) data, in which the attitude feedback loop ramps to
its full authority following failure; are typified by Fig. 7. Sometimes
the error peaks a little following failure, but generally it does not and
the transition response measures are again inappropriate. The postfailure
error envelope is slightly larger than that for soft failure. The big
difference relative to the soft failure is the presence of the ramp and
steady-state bias superimposed on the pilot's output, c. The ramp and bias
from the failure are drawn on c for comparison. This suggests the existence
9
of a pilot feedforward (possibly open-loop) of a ramp and bias which cancels
that from the augmentation loops. Such a feedforward could be triggered
after an appropriate identification process among the alternative failures
on those runs.
The K-_-K/s (hard) failure involves the attitude feedback loop going
to its full authority in a steplike manner. A typical set of results is
shown in Fig. 8. There is usually one error peak (sometimes two) which is
induced by the hardover. The postfailure steady-state error level is notice-
ably larger than that before failure. The pilot's output shows a rapid
correction for the error followed by a steady-state bias due to the step.
The hardover is shown on the pilot's output trace in Fig. 8 for comparison.
Figure 9 shows another example where a rapid steplike correction on the part
of the pilot is very evident, suggesting a feedforward (open-loop) step
response superimposed on his quasi-linear output. Note that the rise time
in Fig. 9 is that appropriate to step responses, i.e., it is much shorter
than that which results from the step response of the describing function
plus controlled element closed-loop. Comparing Figs. 7 and 9 shows that in
each case the deterministic signal (ramp or step) at failure comes through
in the pilot's output following a short time delay.
The K -_-K/s 2 (soft) failure results when both the attitude and rate
feedbacks step to zero. Typical response is poor, and this is illustrated
by Fig. 10, which shows several significant error peaks and a lack of time-
optimal control in the nonlinear phase. An alternative view is to assume
that the nonlinear control phase is absent, as it was in the K -_-K/s
(soft) data. Then the first 5 or 6 sec following failure might be a com-
bination retention and adjustment phase where the pilot gradually intro-
duces the appropriate lead equalization. An example of good response is
shown in Fig. 11, which shows one error peak and nearly time-optimal con-
trol during the nonlinear phase. About 20 percent of this type of failure
showed nearly time-optimal characteristics akin to Fig. 11. Note that the
"clipping" evident in Figs. 10 and 11 during the large motions occurred
in the recorder. This was the only type of K -_-K/s 2 transition in these
experiments, and ramps and hardovers were not studied.
I0
Failures of the rate feedback loop alone (attitude loop still operating)
resulted in controlled element transitions of the fo_m
K
K s2 + 2_s + _2 ' _ negative
Considerable training and practice were required before the pilot could
consistently retain control in the presenceof this failure. Even then,
in one of the three runs madewith a soft-failure modethe pilot lost
control immediately after the failure_ probably becausethe initial condi-
tions around the loop were relatively large. Interestingly enough, the
postfailure controlled element is near the limits of controllability reported
in Ref. 8 for the humanoperator under stationary conditions, and the
transition is moredifficult. A typical exampleof a soft-failure where
control was retained is shownin Fig. 12. The limiting in the error and
system output occurred in the recorder. Thepilot achieves a limit cycle
type of control, although he occasionally reduces the error for a short time.
This type of failure was also donewith a hardover mode,and the pilot lost
control within I to 2 see in five of the ten runs. It was subjectively more
difficult than the soft modeand very tiring even for short periods of time.
An exampleof the hardover failure is given in Fig. 13. Note the lack of
bias (due to the step) in the pilot's output, and the similarity with Fig. 10.
Apparently the pilot adjusts the timing of his (bang-bang) stick pulses
to provide the required bias. Themodeof failure seemsto makelittle
difference in this case where the dynamicsare so difficult, while in the
simpler transitions (e.g., K -D-K/S) the failure modedominatedthe pilot's
response.
The K/s -*-K/s 2 (soft) failure occurs whenthe rate feedback steps to
zero. The majority of these runs havewell-defined retention and nonlinear
control phases. Typical runs, an exampleof which is given in Fig. 14, had
two or three significant error peaks (Fig. 14 has four) followed by a decay
in the error to a postfailure steady-state level which was somewhatlarger
than that before failure. About 15 percent of the runs were approximately
time-optimal with one error peak and bang-bang-like control as shownin
Fig. 15. The error peak is large in Fig. 15 becauseof the large initial
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conditions at the time of failure. About IO percent of the runs show no
significant error peak following failure, and the leyel of the postfailure
steady-state envelope is not exceeded, i
The K/s -_ K/s 2 (hard) failure results when the rate feedback loop steps
hardover. Perforn_nce is much poorer than in the soft mode of the same
transitions, and the error is large following the failure and stays large.
This is typified by the data of Fig. 16 (note that the limiting is in the
recorder). In three of the 17 experimental runs the pilot lost control
within I or 2 sec after failure. The size of the step change to the hardover
position seemed to be directly related to loss of control. In cases where
the step to hardover was small, performance was much better, and this is
illustrated by Fig. 17. The bias in the pilot's output following failure can
be seen in both Figs. 16 and 17. Both the mode of failure and the change in
dynamics mke a large contribution to the control difficulty in these transitions,
and it appears to be a middle ground between K -'-K/s where the mode of failure
dominates and K -_K/[_,_0], _negative, where the change in dynamics is the
major factor.
D. G_ACE_fL DEGRADA_0N C0NBZDE_A_Z0NB
System degradation at failure is determined by the change in dynamics
and the failure mode. To assess the degree of degradation, sensitive measures
of the quality and difficulty of control are needed. In early work, Elkind
(Ref. 9) used several deterministic performance criteria to study differences
among transitions. In view of his results, plus detailed examination of more
recent data, the measures previously mentioned were chosen; i.e.,
• Magnitude of first major error peak
• _gnitude of divergence rate (to first error peak)
• Time from end of retention phase to first error peak
• Retention phase duration
• Total settling time
These terms are defined on Fig. 4.
An attempt was n_de to apply these measures to each of the experimental
runs. In cases where there was no identifiable nonlinear control phase
(i.e., no observable transition or change in form of the operator's response)
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the measureswere of course inappropriate. This was true for the K-D_K/s
(soft) results_ most of the K-_-K/s (ramp) data, and someof the K -_K/s 2
(hard) data. About 10 percent of the K/s -P_K/s2 (soft) failures showed
apparent nonlinear control phase, also. Thesemeasureswere not obtained
for the K-_-K/[_,_], _negative' transitions because the perforz_nce was so
poor that the noLlinear phaseessentially continued indefinitely or until
loss of control.
There remained three transitions wherethe performancemeasurescould
be obtained and the validity of the graceful degradation idea investigated:
K _K/s 2 (soft)
K/s -_-K/s 2 (soft)
K/s ( rd)
The individual measures have been sunm_rized in histograms for ease of
comparison. The same engineer/analyst made all the measures using a
consistent set of criteria in order to reduce the subjective variability.
A few of the soft-failures were excluded because they did not show a non-
linear control p_se, as noted before. This in effect means that there are
some points at zero or infinity (depending on the measure) which have not
been plotted.
Histograms for the magnitude of the first error peak are shown in Fig. 18.
They show that K/s --D-K/S2 (soft) gives a substantially smaller peak error
than K-_-K/s 2 (soft). This supports the graceful degradation hypothesis.
The K/s -_-K/s 2 (hard) failure gives much larger peak errors than the soft
case, supporting the widely held contention that hardovers are bad.
The divergence rate results are given in Fig. 19. The K/s-_-K/s 2 (soft)
and K/s -*-K/s 2 (hard) results are about the same. The K-D-K/s 2 (soft)
gives much higher divergence rates than either. This supports the graceful
degradation hypothesis. The divergence rate is a strong function of the
signal levels at the time of failure, and hence the magnitude of the step
to hardover from the augmenter feedback loops. The effect averages out in
these comparisons, of course.
The times from retention to peak are shown in Fig. 20. These times are
roughly equal to the peak amplitude divided by the divergence rate. The data
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show this measure to be invariant among the transitions. Apparently the constant
time resulted in the larger rates being accompanied by higher peaks.
The retention phase durations are shown in Fig. 21. The K -_-K/s 2 (soft)
and K/s -_-K/s 2 (soft) cases are about the same. The relatively large
variability in these data is probably due to the variability in the magni-
tude of the step to zero in the failures. The K/s -_-K/s 2 (hard) results
show a shorter duration and less variability, undoubtedly due to the alerting
effect of the hardover.
The total settling times are shown in Fig. 22. All three cases show
about the same mean. The K/s -_-K/s 2 (hard) case shows greater variability-
Most of the points in each case fall between 2 and 6 sec, although there
are a few very long times. This measure is particularly sensitive to the
subjective assessment of the engineer/analyst, but this was minimized by
having the same person do all the analyses.
The results of this investigation of the single-loop data can be summarized
as follows :
• The magnitude of the error peak and the divergence rate show
substantial differences between K -_-K/s 2 (soft) and K/s _ K/s 2
(soft), and the differences are such that the latter is better.
This supports the graceful degradation hypothesis.
• There are no data which counter the graceful degradation
hypothesis.
• The only other substantial differences which occurred were
between hard and soft-failures. The hardovers had larger
error peaks and shorter retention times (probably due to
alerting). This supports the self-evident fact that hardovers
are bad because they are in effect a large disturbance input.
These results are combined with the multiple-loop results in Section IV in
order to derive implications for flight control system design.
Z. TRAI_ITZON RESPOI_E MODEL
Further insight into the pilot transition response model for single-axis
tasks derives from an examination of the data in Subsection C above. The
transition model at the start of this experimental programhad the following
main phases:
14
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• Prefailure steady state
• Retention of pretransition conditions
• Nonlinear control
• Postfailure steady state
In addition, the early part of postfailure steady state could contain an
adjustment phase where the pilot optimized his adaptation.
Remarks concerning the data (from Subsection C above) are summarized in
Table II according to transition phase. On the basis of Table II it is
apparent that the general form of model given in Ref. 6 is still valid
with the following extensions and modifications:
• Numerical estimates are now available for the retention
duration when this phase exists.
Hardover failures have shorter retention durations than
soft failures except for the most difficult postfailure
controlled elements where there is no difference.
The pilot compensates for failure transients (hardovers,
etc.) during the nonlinear control and postfailure steady-
state phases. In some cases this appears to be a feedfor-
ward signal which cancels the failure transients, although
this was not apparent for the most difficult postfailure
controlled elements. An alternative is to treat the tran-
sient as an initial condition to nonlinear control, and
then produce a trim bias in postfailure steady state.
Time-optimal control during the nonlinear phase is still a
valid idealization for the soft-failures, as an attainable
limiting case. Some suboptimal control mode is more typical.
Postfailure steady-state error characteristics were generally
larger than that predicted by an optimized quasi-linear model.
This suggests that any adjustment (optimization) phase is
relatively long-term and does not happen immediately following
the nonlinear phase.
These results are integrated in Section V with those of the multiple-loop
experiments to provide the basis for evolving an updated transition model.
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B_OTION iII
MULTIFL_-LOOP DATA AND ANALYBIB
The primary purpose of the multiloop experiments was to investigate
the graceful degradation hypothesis, and the dynamic configurations were
tailored accordingly. Modifications to the transition response model to
account for the multiple loop situation were also sought.
A. DZBCRIPTION OF TEE EXPERD_1T_
The multiple-axis experiments involved compensatory control of bank
angle and yaw rate of a simulated fixed-wing aircraft subjected to a
sideslip gust disturbance. A fixed-base cockpit was used with conven-
tional center stick and rudder pedals. A yaw rate augmenter (SAS) was
included so that the prefailure Dutch roll dynamics of the effective
airframe could be varied over a region from poor to good. The post-
failure dynamics were generally unacceptable for normal operation_
involving an unstable airframe alone, but one that could be controlled
by suitable pilot rudder activity. During the experimental runs the SAS
was failed and a rudder transient introduced. Pilot response to this
step change in controlled element dynamics was recorded for analysis.
The system block diagram is shown in Fig. 23_ and the mechanization for
failure analysis is given in Fig. 24. Details of the dynamics, mode of
failure analyses, and the analog mechanization are given in Appendix B.
The analog diagram and switching logic are given in Figs. 25 and 26.
The lateral directional dynamics of the effective airframe are
summarized in Table III for the prefailure and postfailure configura-
tions. The approximate locations in the s-plane of the transfer function
poles and zeros are given in Fig. 27. The main effect of the augmentation
is seen to be in the Dutch roll mode. The desire was to have a situation
that the pilot had to fly with a manual rudder-plus-aileron in the event
of a yaw rate augmenter failure.
Two kinds of rudder transients were used in order to simulate hard
and soft failure modes. These were applied to the rudder at the instant
17
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w_
of failure (when the vehicle dynamics changed). The hard-failure transient
consisted of a washed-out rudder step, as shown in Fig. 28. The soft-
failure was simulated by a "hold" of the rudder signal from the augmenter.
As a result of freezing the rudder command from the augmenter, there was
no disturbance imposed on the airplane by the failure. Therefore, there
was no immediate cue available to the pilot in the soft case to indicate
that the augmenter had failed.
With three prefailure configurations (A, B, and C) and two modes of
failure, there were six possible types of experimental runs. The post-
failure configuration, called E, was the same in each case.
Two subjects were used in the experiment% one a high time military
pilot and the other a private pilot. They practiced the failure tasks
two hours a day for several days, until each had accomplished about 200
trials over all configurations. Subsequent to the learning period, their
performance and response were substantially the same in a given task. The
experimental runs lasted about 2 minutes each, with the SAS failure
occurring after about ] minute. The runs were grouped in consecutive
sets of 5 (with the same prefailure dynamics), followed by a rest period
between sets. Additional details regarding training and the experimental
procedure are given in Appendix B.
B. EXI:_aD_TAL RESULTS
The transition model resulting from prior research has been summarized
in Section II-B. The results for the multiple-loop case were expected to
be substantially the same with regard to the nature of the successive
phases of transition, i.e.:
• Prefailure steady state
• Retention of prefailure conditions
• Nonlinear control
• Postfailure steady state
Preliminary experiments showed that the several phases could be distinguished
by features of the error signal in the axis of control which experienced the
failure, i.e., yaw rate.
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Themultiple-loop data consist of 90 experimental runs recorded on
magnetic tape and as pen recordings. Theyhave all been analyzed in
detail in order to investigate graceful degradation and extend and refine
the transition responsemodel. Primary emphasisin analysis and inter-
pretation wasplaced on the pen recording, becausethe nonlinear aspects
and"quality" of the transition are more readily apparent. Somedigital
data reduction was accomplished (see subsection C), but it wasnecessarily
limited in scope. Examplesof the data are presented and discussed below.
Typical examplesof failures from Configuration A are shownin Figs. 29
and 30. This prefailure configuration wasdesigned to give enoughDutch
roll dampingthat the effective airframe would be subjectively good and
no pilot rudder control would be needed. Despite this, the pilot used
the rudder intermittently before the failure* as shownin Figs. 29 and 30,
presumablybecauseof the high level of gust disturbance (which excited
the aircraft) and the fact that the pilot knewa failure was coming.
Interestingly enough, the approximate level of rudder gain which this
represents is enoughto makethe postfailure configuration marginally
stable. Hence, the pilot appears to close a low gain rudder loop with
Configuration A in anticipation of the failure. With the soft-failures
involving Configuration A, a retention phase and a transition phase are
both evident. Thetransition phase is defined as the interval following
failure during which the pilot has not yet reduced the yaw rate amplitude
envelope to the steady-state level (see Fig. 29). It shows up just after
a failure as a period during which the yaw rate amplitude envelope builds
up and then decreases. The retention phase is obvious in that during the
first few seconds following failure the pilot continues to respond as he
did with the prefailure configuration. It is interesting to note the
relatively long duration of the retention phase (several seconds) for
this situation, as shown in Fig. 29.
*He could have been instructed not to use rudders with "A" but
instead was allowed to evolve his own tactics (consistent with minimizing
mean square error in bank angle).
2O
Typical failures from Configuration B are shownin Figs. 31 and 32.
This prefailure configuration was designed to give a lightly dampedDutch
roll nuisance mode,but one that wasnot destabilized by aileron control
of bank angle. The figures showthat the pilot used larger rudder amplitudes
with "B" than with "A". A rapid recovery following failure canbe seen in
the yaw rate trace of Fig. 32.
Configuration C failures are typified by Figs. 33 and 34. This
configuration was similar to "B" except that bank angle control with
aileron tended to destabilize the Dutch roll modebecauseof the adverse
_a_ ratio. Thesefigures showthat the pilot's rudder activity before
and after the failure is about the same. Therapid recovery following a
hardover failure is shownin Fig. 34. On someof the runs involving soft-
failures with Configuration C it wasnot possible to detect the failure
from the time traces of yaw rat% bank angle, aileron, and rudder because
they all look essentially the same(in magnitudeand frequency content)
before and after failure. This suggests a rapid adaptation for such
cases. An exampleis given in Fig. 33. The hardover failures for Con-
figuration C showa retention time of about 0.5 sec. After retention a
large rudder pulse (also lasting about 0.5 sec) was applied in the direc-
tion to opposethe input, followed by a crude rudder step of opposite
polarity lasting for several seconds. This opposite step wasneededto
cancel the yawing momentdue to the aileron which the pilot wasusing
to removethe bank angle induced by the failure transient. This is shown
in Fig. 34.
The data for Configurations B, C, and E typically showa crossfeed
by the pilot of aileron to rudder control. An exampleof the crossfeed
is shownin the data of Fig. 35 taken from a run with Configuration B.
The effect of the crossfeed is to augmentN_athereby reducing or cancelling
the adverse effect of _d, and this is shownin the pole/zero plot of
Fig. 36 for Configuration E. The effect of "overdriving" the crossfeed
(and thus moving the Dutch roll zero below the pole) is not appreciable
because of the relatively high gain yawrate loop closure accomplished
by the pilot. Themotivation for using a crossfeed is to approximately
decouple the controls so that aileron (with rudder crossfeed) produces
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mostly roll, and rudder mostly yaw rate. Although Configurations C and
E are the only ones requiring such a crossfeed, it was found that the
pilot also used a crossfeed with "B" (which already exhibited a pole/zero
cancellation for the Dutch roll mode). Thereason for this maybe
explained by the pilot learning that a crossfeed was desirable after
the failure for better performance, and that a crossfeed with "B" didn't
appreciably affect performance. Theseresults offer the type of support
for the graceful degradation hypothesis that was sought in this
investigation.
Theseresults and examination of the time histories yielded a number
of moregeneral observations which are illustrated by Figs. 29--34:
Thepilot used the rudder to control yawrate
with all of the configurations, even though it
wasnot neededin prefailure Configuration A.
This suggests that the pilot was trying to reduce
the dynamiceffect of the failure by modifying
his prefailure control, which tends to support
the graceful degradation hypothesis.
According to pilot commentsand the response data,
the cue that wasused to determine that a hardover
failure had occurred was the increased rate at which
the turn needle moved. Thus, whenthe error rate
exceededsomethreshold value, the pilot assumeda
hardover failure had occurred and he respondedby
applying a large rudder step.
For hardover failures the magnitude of the first
yawrate error peak was only a measureof the pilot's
time delay prior to applying a rudder step. This
resulted from _ being approximately a constant (r was
a ramp) during the time betweenaugmenterfailure and
the end of the retention phase.
The yawrate control task was apparently moredifficult
than the bank angle task. This is based on the fact
that the pilot frequently used relatively small amounts
of aileron (comparedto rudder activity) and still had
no difficulty controlling bank angle to an acceptable
level of error. This is illustrated in Fig. 33.
Bankangle control was only slightly affected by the
failure. This is based on the observation that the bank
angle errors before and after failure did not differ sub-
stantially regardless of the prefailure configuration. The
bank angle errors did not increase during the transition.
This is shownin Figs. 29-- 34.
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VThe yaw rate amplitudes show that Configuration C
gives better performance in steady state than "E"
"B" better than "C", and "A" better than "B", as
would be expected. The magnitude of tl%e steady-state
yaw rate amplitudes with "E" appeared to be independent
of the prefailure configuration. These results influence
both the graceful degradation considerations and the
revised transition response model, as shown subsequently.
O. GPA0_/L DEGRADATION 0GNSID_qAT_DNS
The primary intent of the multiple-loop experiments was to generate
data that could be used to test the validity of the graceful degradation
hypothesis. As stated in Section I, this hypothesis asserts that the
degradation in performance immediately following a step change in con-
trolled element dynamics increases as the change in dynamics increases.
This implies that some prefailure control activity by the pilot is
preferred to his merely observing that the (automatic) SAS is doing
an adequate job.
The data analysis to study graceful degradation was achieved in two
ways. The first involved manual analysis of the pen-recorder time traces
to determine typical details. The second was a digital analysis of the
tape recorded data which yielded averages of the gross characteristics.
The results are presented below.
I. Manual Analysis
The data were analyzed manually by measuring typical transition
parameters and tabulating these as histograms for comparison of the
configurations. The parameters are listed below and illustrated in
Fig. 37 for the hard- and soft-failure modes:
r_AX
rl
_T
maximum yaw rate error peak during transition
for soft-failures
o.
magnitude of first yaw rate error peak for
hard-failures
transition duration (or total settling time);
the transition is considered to last as long
as the yaw rate error peaks remain outside the
envelope of the postfailure steady-state error
peaks
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Np _= number of significant yaw rate error overshoots
during transition
Other parameters shown in Fig. 37 and used subsequently include:
5ro - magnitude of first rudder pulse for hard-
failures
T - duration of first rudder pulse for hard-
failures
_F = pilot's retention duration for soft-failures,
or his time delay prior to applying the
initial rudder pulse for hard-failures
The parameters are defined in terms of the yaw rat% pilot rudder output
and SAS rudder output_ so only these traces are given in Fig. 37.
Histograms showing the distribution of maximum yaw rate peaks for the
soft-failures are given in Fig. 38. It shows that the relative number of
runs with yaw rate errors large enough to give an obvious transition
region increases as the prefailure dynamics improve. The hard-failure
data in Fig. 39 show that Configurations B and C give smaller maximum
yaw rates than "A". Both of these results support the graceful
degradation hypothesis.
The distribution of transition durations for soft-failures is shown
in Fig. 40. This duration requires that the error increases above the
postfailure asymptotic level in order to be measured, and this only
occurred with the good prefailure dynamics. Since the poor dynamics
(Configuration C) did not peak above that level, it strongly supports
the graceful degradation hypothesis. The results are inconclusive for
the hard-failures, shown in in Fig. 41. Perhaps the duration is
affected more by the hardover transient acting as a disturbance (the
same in all cases) than it is by the change in dynamics.
The distribution of error overshoots for the soft-failures is given
in Fig. 42. The striking thing is that no significant error overshoots
occurred for the poor prefailure dynamics while they occurred frequently
with the good prefailure dynamics_ again supporting the hypothesis.
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For the hard-failure data in Fig. 43 the distribution of the numberof
yawrate error overshoots does not lead to a conclusion regarding
graceful degradation.
The results of the manualanalysis canbe summarizedas follows:
Most of the soft-failure data supports the
graceful degradation hypothesis of better
performancebeing associated with smaller
changesin the controlled element dynamics.
This was also true for the maximumerror
peaks of the hard-failures.
Someof the hard-failure data are inconclusive.
There was no evidence to support a hypothesis
contrary to that of graceful degradation being
associated with smaller changesin the controlled
element characteristics.
Other trends were noted in the data relating to training and fatigue,
specifically:
As the subjects becamemore experienced, the
degradation in performance following a failure
becameless pronounced,which tended to diminish
differences betweenconfigurations.
Minor fatigue was evidenced in someof the data
which showedincreases in the asymptotic level
of error following failure as the end of a day's
runs was approached. It was not universal_ and
whether it increased more for one configuration
than another wasnot evident.
The effects of fatigue, attention, motivation, etc., needto be
investigated morecarefully since they are important variables in
this problem area. It wasbeyondthe scopeof this program, however,
which concentrated on the highly trained, attentive, and rested
subject.
The preceding results have emphasizedsystemperformanceand pilot
adaptation following failure. A more subtle aspect of graceful
degradation involves modification in prefailure pilot adaptation
to obtain improvedperformance immediately following augmenter
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failure. Twotypes of prefailure pilot control action were observed
which were not only not required by the configuration being flown at
the time, but were slightly detrimental to the control of the pre-
failure configuration. Theydid result in improvedcontrol immediately
after the augmenterfailed. The first involved the pilot's using a
small amountof rudder control with Configuration A, and the second
involved using an aileron-to-rudder crossfeed with Configuration B.
Both of these situations were discussed in Subsection B along with
the other experimental results. This pilot responsephenomenonhas
been dubbed"conditional adaptation," because it is conditioned or
influenced by a future event which is defined probabilistically.
There is considerable evidence of conditional adaptation in the data,
and further research is neededto relate the adaptation to the probability
and severity of failure.
2. Digit_l AnLlyli|
Digital analyses were made for each type of failure to obtain average
results as a function of time. The tape recorded data were digitized at
0.1 sec intervals and computations were made from 10 sec before the
failure to 20 sec after the failure. Five runs were selected for analysis
for hard- and soft-failures with each of the three configurations (30 runs
in all). Each set of five runs formed an ensemble, and averages were
made within each ensemble to obtain
• Time-varying mean (at O.1 sec intervals)
• Time-varying standard deviation (at 0.1 sec intervals)
• Time-varying autocorrelation function (at 1.O sec intervals)
The computational procedures and equations are given in Appendix C. This
was done for the following signals for each run:
• Pilot's rudder output
• Pilot's aileron output
• Displayed yaw rate (error)
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These calculations over an ensemble produce average results which show
gross trends, but they obscure fine detail in the data. Hence, they
complement (rather than replace) the preceding manual analysis which
in effect considers typical properties of the fine detail.
The yaw rate standard deviation (Or) is most pertinent to the
question of graceful degradation. For soft-failures the mean value
of yaw rate will approach zero as the number of runs in the ensemble
increases. However, the standard deviation from the mean is an indica-
tion of the yaw rate within a given run. In particular, differences in
the magnitude and duration of variability from the mean just after
failure for different configurations would be an indication of relative
degradation of performance (increased error).
Figure 44 shows the time variation through failure of the yaw rate
standard deviation for soft- and hard-failures with Configurations A and C.
Figures 44(a) and (b) are plots of 3 sec averages of or for the period
from 10 sec before a soft-failure to 20 sec after the failure. Figure 44(a)
shows that with Configuration A there is a region of yaw rate just after a
soft-failure which is higher than that in either the prefailure or post-
failure steady state. This indicates a period of degraded performance.
Figure 44(b) shows that such a situation does not occur with Configuration C
(for soft-failures) where the yaw rate appears to increase slowly and
monotonically to the postfailure steady-state level. It is noted that
this result is consistent with that from the manual analysis where no
transition region could be identified for soft-failures from Configuration C.
For hard-failures the results are not as clear. Figures 44(c) and (d)
are 3 sec averages of or versus time for hard-failures. For this case
both Configurations A and C show a transient increase in Or following
failure, with the peak value of Or for "C" a little bigger than that
for "A". The fact that "C" is not considerably better than "A" is
probably a result of the hardover transient which causes a large error
to occur regardless of the change in the dynamics. This is consistent
with the single-axis results, and suggests that (for hardovers) graceful
degradation relates more to a question of how bad _re the postfailure
L$
dynamics than to any relative differences in pref_ilure and postfailure
dynamics. ""
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Considerable insight into the transition model for multiple-loop
situations derives from the results of subsection B, above. The
principal newaspects are the pilot's use of crossfeed and the effect
of conditional adaptation of the pilot's prefailure dynamicresponse.
Additional understanding of the numerical parameters in the model are
available from digital analyses. Thesemodelling considerations are
reviewed below.
Predictions were madeof the multiple-loop transition response prior
to the experiments, based on the prior single-loop results andmodels
(Refs. 6, 7, and 10). Quasi-linear describing functions were used
for the pre- and postfailure steady state. Time optimal control of yaw
rate wasassumedduring the nonlinear phase, and response predictions
were made. Thesetime optimal predictions are detailed in Appendix B
and illustrated in the phase plane of Fig. 45. Preliminary analyses in
the course of the experiment showed, however, that the original predictions
for the steady-state phases were substantially in error due to the pilot's
use of crossfeed and conditional adaptation. These findings were confirmed
by mechanizing an analog version of the pilot and adjusting forward loop
and crossfeed gains so that the error envelopes (for example) matched the
pilot data. As a result, these original steady-state predictions are not
included_ and the loop closures shown subsequently are based to some extent
on the current results. Hence, they are interpretive rather than predictive.
The assumed and apparent form of the pilot/aircraft/augmenter system
is given in Fig. 46. Pilot control of yaw rate and bank angle is given
by Yr and Y_, respectively. The pilot crossfeed is YCF. The gust
disturbance input is denoted by _g. The effective controlled element
for yaw rate control (in steady state) is such that the pilot's adaptation
should be (per Ref. 7) a pure gain plus time delay, i.e.,
V
$rr (I)
Yr - _ Kre--TrS
r
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The predicted form for bank angle control involves a small amount of
!
lead equalikation to cancel the roll subsidence time constant, TR,
giving:
5a
The crossfeed is assumed to be a pure gain (based on Ref. 10 data), and
of sufficient magnitude to make m_0AO_d, that is:
YCF ± 5rCF "
KCF (3)
In addition to these quasi-linear operations the pilot produces remnant
which can be thought of as an additive noise injected at the outputs of
Yr and Y_.
Time-varying power spectra were computed for pilot rudder output,
5rp, aileron output_ 5a, and the system yaw rate, r, as described in
Appendix C. These were used to estimate the magnitude of Yr" From
Fig. 46 it is seen that:
5rp = -Yr r + YCFSa + remnant (4
If the s_gnals in the system are cross-correlated with the gust input,
then the cross-spectra between the gust input and the pilot's rudder
output is:
¢_gSr p = --Yr¢_gr + YCF¢_g3a (5
This can be rearranged to give
-@_ gSrp + YCF¢_g 5a
Yr = (6)
¢_gr
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If the crossfeed, YCF, is a pure gain, then it is a simple matter to
compute Yr using cross spectra and Eq. 6. An approximation to IYrl
was obtained by using the available power spectra in place of the
cross spectra.* Of course, the presence of any pilot remnant reduces
the accuracy of the estimate and phase angle information is not
available.
The amplitude ratio of Yr was computed via this technique using
I sec time averages of the power spectra. This gave IYrl as a
function of time as well as frequency with one data point per second.
Only the two lowest frequency points of the spectra were used. Plots
of IYr(t)lfrom 10 sec before failure to 15 sec following failure were
made for soft-failures of all three prefailure configurations. These
are presented in Figs. 47 to 49, and the approximate steady-state
results are summarized below. For any given configuration the data
CONFIGURATION
A
B
C
E
APPROXlmT IYrI
linear
O.55
2.5 1.3
4 1.6
3 1.4
show a constant amplitude ratio (gain) for frequencies up to about
The ratios of pilot gains for the various configurations9 rad/sec.
are:
E:C = 1:1.1
E:B = I :0.9
E:A = I : 0.4
For comparison, the ratios for the pilot models estimated via Ref. 15
were:
E:C = 1:0.8
E:B = 1:0.8
E:A = I : 0.2
*Although preferred, the cross spectra require several times as much
computation; an effort that was beyond the scope of this program.
3O
The fact that E:C was greater than E:B in the data is attributed to the
crossfeed. The present ratios based on power spectral estimates were
all higher than the Ref. 7 results derived from cross spectra and this
is attributed to the presence of remnant.
The preliminary estimates for the steady-state loop closures were
revised based on these spectral results and the observations of sub-
section B. The pilot yaw rate loop closures for Configurations A, B,
C, and E are given in Figs. 50--52, respectively. Configurations B
and C are the same because of the use of compensating crossfeed in the
latter. The pilot closures for this "outer" roll loop for A, B, C, and
E are given in Figs. 53-55. Again, B and C are combined. The estimated
parameters from Figs. 50--55 are summarized in Table IV.
The pilot model for the hard-failures can be summarized in the
following way (see the block diagram of Fig. 46). Prior to failure
the pilot's yaw rate control is 5rrl = Krl e-_rsr (a pure gain with
time delay). He may also use a crossfeed of rudder proportional to
aileron deflection, depending on the prefailure dynamics. It is assumed
that the pilot will use just enough crossfeed to give _/_d = I.0. His
bank angle control is 8a = K_(TRS + I)e--_s_.
The increased speed of the turn needle at t = tO signals a hardover
failure.* After his time delay, TF, the pilot responds in a nonlinear
manner; that is, at time t I = tO + TF he applies a temporary feedforward
rudder step of magnitude 5ro to bring the yaw rate back to a level that
he can maintain via linear control. When the yaw rate returns to this
lower level, he removes the rudder step. At time t2 =t O + TF + T the
pilot's yaw rate control becomes 5rr2 =Kr2 e-Trsr and he uses an aileron-
to-rudder crossfeed such that $rc F =Kc5 a.
After the failure transient the pilot does not adapt immediately
to the postfailure dynamics. He may make a rapid change in the form
of his adaptation, but there is a gradual adjustment period as he brings
the errors down to some asymptotic level. Thus, during the adjustment
*These times are defined in Fig. 37-
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phase the pilot is acting as an adaptive control system. For numerical
modelling purposes this adjustment phase is sometimes neglected and the
postfailure steady-state phase is assumed to follow the nonlinear phase
immediately.
The pilot model for soft-failures differs from the hard-failure model
only in the deletion of the nonlinear phase of transition. This was the
case with the current simulation because the retention phase dynamics
were not highly unstable, and errors did not build up rapidly enough to
motivate the pilot to resort to nonlinear control. This was partly due
to conditional adaptation which resulted in pilot use of rudder even
when it was not required for good steady-state performance.
In conclusion, the basic results of the single-loop model regarding
the transition phases and their form still apply. The principal refine-
ments relative to the multiple-loop case can be summarized as follows.
The pilot uses crossfeed to decouple and simplify
the yaw rate and bank angle control tasks
The pilot uses conditional adaptation to improve
failure performance
The failure only affects the axis of control in
which it occurs
The pilot produces a nonlinear step feedforward
to cancel the hardover
The soft-failures did not exhibit a nonlinear
control phase, and the retention phase was
considerably longer
These results are combined with the single-loop results in Section V.
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8Z_'TION l'V
IMPLICATI0I_ F(_ FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM I_SIGN
The combined results of the single- and multiple-loop experiments lead
to several considerations pertinent to flight control system design. These
are summarized in the following paragraphs.
The graceful degradation hypothesis is supported by the experimental
results. Therefore, a flight control system design that gives less change in
effective controlled element following a failure will give better transition
performance.
The transition performance with hardover failure was relatively i_variant
with the amount of change in the dynamics at failure. The performance with soft-
failures tended to vary as a function of the change in dynamics, but it was
generally better than that for hardovers. The relative invariance of the
hardover failures is a consequence of the retention times being about the
same due to alerting. It suggests that if alerting can be "designed" into
(or accompany) soft-failures_ performance will be improved.
For soft-failures the crux of the entire graceful degradation situation
lles in the closed-loop system stability during the retention phase; that is,
the stability of the prefailure pilot model, Ypl , controlling the postfailure
vehicle, Yc2. If YPiYc2 is stable, closed-loop_ then a critical situation
generally does not develop after a failure.
A flight control (e.g., stability augmentation) system should be
designed to keep the pilot i___nthe loop prior to a failure rather than
to allow (or require) him to merely monitor the controller/vehicle
system activity. This might be accomplished by giving the pilot the
task of controlling a simultaneous model of the actual system. One
payoff for this is obvious--the pilot will have a shorter retention
period. For example, a pilot who has his feet on the pedals at the time
of failure because he is "in the loop" will have a shorter time delay prior
to initial rudder input than a pilot who is merely an observer and has his
feet on the floor. For some kinds of failure a long retention period or
delay would be catastrophic.
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A pilot tends to use conditional adaptation, which means that his
prefail_re control activity is a function of the probability of failure
an___dthe severity of the transition. If YpiYc2 closed-loop (or Yc2 alone)
presents difficult control characteristics, then the pilot will anticipate
a failure by modifying his prefailure adaptation, YPI' to improve YpiYc2.
This will be something other than the stationary values appropriate for
Yc I• Consequently, a control system should not only make prefailure
flight control available, but it should be designed so that considerably
improved YpiYc2 stability is possible with simple modifications in
prefailure control activity (as was the case in the multiloop experiments).
When Yc2 was very unstable, hardovers were indistinguishable in
performance from soft-failures. Conversely, when the change in con-
trolled element was small, and/or Yc2 was good, the hardovers were
substantially different from the soft-failures because the response
to the transient was dominant.
A point to consider along with flight control system design is pilot
training. During the training of pilot subjects in the experimental
tasks, performance following a failure improved rapidly as the number
of practice runs increased. Even hardover f_res gave little per-
formance degradation when encountered regularly. Any failure can be
difficult if it represents a significant change from recent experience
(as was found during early failure practice runs following only steady-
state control of each configuration). The implication of this experience
is that pilots should have frequent refresher training to keep them
current with regard to flight control system failure situations. As
an example, it might be desirable for the pilot to practice a few
failures enroute (on a simulated model) prior to an instrument landing.
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SECTIONV
OOMPOSI%_EPILOT%_IBITION MODEL
A composite pilot model for step changesin controlled element
dynamicshas resulted from the single- and multiple-loop experiments.
Theseexperiments were run with skilled subjects in practiced situations.
The salient features of the modelcan be expressed in terms of a single-loop
tracking task. The single-loop model is also applicable to the failed loop
in a multiple-loop situation if only one loop involves a significant change
in the controlled element dynamics.
As might be expected_ the composite model is quite like the single-loop
model in Section II. It divides the transition into phaseswith respect to
time_ each of which has certain distinguishing characteristics:
• Prefailure steady-state; stationary compensatorytracking,
with the possible use of conditional adaptation
• Retention; prefailure pilot describing function plus the
postfailure controlled element dynamicsoperating closed-
loop
• Nonlinear control; large control actions (sometimes
time-optimal) which stabilize the system and reduce the
error to someacceptable level
• Adjustment phase; pilot describing function has sameform
as that for postfailure steady-state phase, but parameter
values are being adjusted to minimize system error
• Postfailure steady-state; stationary compensatorytracking
The retention phase starts at the failure. Its end is defined as the
point in time whenan abrupt change in pilot control output begins. It is
most evident in transitions where the nonlinear control phase can be clearly
seen.
Thenonlinear control phase (if present) starts at the end of retention
and continues until the pilot control output has been reduced (approximately)
to within the postfailure steady-state envelope. Time-optimal control with
fixed bang amplitudes is an appropriate limiting case. The nonlinear control
phase may include a learned response that is merely triggered by the failure
(such as a feedforward step). For soft-failures with some systems the
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nonlinear phase is not present. It is present only whenrequired, i.e.,
whenlinear control is inadequate to maintain reasonable system errors.
The postfailure steady-state phase starts at the end of the nonlinear
control phase, to a first approximation. In somecases, the envelope of
systemerror decays gradually following the nonlinear control phase. This
corresponds to an adjustment phasewherein the pilot's steady-state adapta-
tion is being achieved by a relatively long term (e.g., 5--10 sec)
optimization process.
Block diagrams of the various phasesof the model are given in Fig. 60.
The several combinations of pilot control during the nonlinear phaseare
described in Table V, together with a summaryof knownapplicability.
On the basis of the experimental results it is apparent that the general
form of model given in Ref. 6 is still valid with a few extensions and
modifications:
• Numerical estimates are nowavailable for the retention
duration, whenthis phase exists.
• Hardover failures have shorter retention durations than soft-
failures, except for the most difficult postfailure controlled
elements where there is no difference.
• The pilot compensatesfor failure transients (hardovers, etc.)
during the nonlinear control and postfailure steady-state
phases. In somecases this appears to be a feedforward signal
which cancels the failure transients, although this wasnot
apparent for the most difficult postfailure controlled elements.
An alternative is to treat the transient as an initial condition
to nonlinear control, and then producea trim bias in post-
failure steady state.
• Time-optimal control alone during the nonlinear phase is still
a valid idealization for the soft-failures, as an attainable
limiting case. However,somesuboptimal control modeis more
typical.
• Postfailure steady-state error characteristics were generally
larger than that predicted by an optimized quasi-linear model.
This suggests that any adjustment (optimization) phase is
relatively long term and does not endimmediately following
the nonlinear phase.
• Prefailure conditional adaptation maybe present. This means
that the pilot mayuse an adaptation prior to failure which is
not a steady-state optimumbut which will improve the system
performance immediately after failure (such as a modified gain
or a crossfeed)_
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TABLEV
PILOTCONTROLFORMDURINGNONLINEARPHASEOFTRANSITION
TYPEOF
PILOTCONTROLMODEL*
Linear controller
alone
Nonlinear controller
alone
Linear controller
plus
feedforward controller
Nonlinear controller
plus
feedforward controller
WHENAPPROPRIATE
This form of control is not applicable to
this phasebecause it represents a case in
which there is no nonlinear phase present.
(An exampleof a case where no nonlinear
phase occurred was the soft-failure with
the multiple-loop Configuration C.)
This is appropriate for hard- an___dsoft-
failures when yc2 is unstable such asfor K-*-K/s 2. YPl
This is appropriate for hardover failures
whenYp Yc is well behaved (stable), such
as withlth_ multiple-loop Configuration C.
For this case the signal fed forward is
likely to resemblea delayed (due to reten-
tion) replica of the hardover transient.
Although this mayappear appropriate to the
hardover casewith unstable YpiYe2, the
response is probably indistinguishable from
that of the nonlinear-controller-alone
situation. Therefore, whichever model is
easier to mechanizeis appropriate.
*Combinations of controllers not listed are inappropriate models.
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SECTZO_ VZ
CO_CLUSZOlqS AND R_COI,8_TZON8
Single-axis and multiple-axis compensatory tracking task experiments
were carried out with skilled subjects. The controlled element dynamics
were changed abruptly during the tracking, and the pilot's response was
recorded and analyzed.
A. CONCLUSIONS
The experimental results indicate that the graceful degradation hypothesis
is valid. Thus, an improvement in tracking performance can be expected during
a transition in controlled element dynamics if the change in dynamics is
diminished. More detailed implications for design are given in Section IV.
A previous model for human pilot dynamic response during controlled
element transitions (Ref. 6) was verified and extended. The verification
shows that the following transition response phases do exist in general:
• Prefailure steady-state
• Retention
• Nonlinear control
• Postfailure steady-state
The extensions relate to the existence of hardover (deterministic) signals
in the system and occur in the nonlinear control and postfailure steady-state
phases. Amplifying details are given in Section V.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
The study of pilot response to controlled element transitions is far from
complete. Areas where additional work is required are summarized below.
Motion cues. The effect of motion cues on transition response should be
examined in order to quantify the differences between fixed- and moving-base.
0_erator loa_Izg. Pilot response and performance with simultaneous
transitions in more than one control loop should be studied. The effect of
additional tasks (e.g., lateral and longitudinal control) on pilot response
(with a transition in one loop) should be considered.
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0Oz_litiozal adaptation. The effect of transition probability and severity
on the prefailure pilot adaptation and response should be investigated.
Display transitions. Important changes in the effective controlled element
dynamics can occur via the display. Examples includ_ _he transition from IFR
to VFR at breakout in an instrument approach, and the use of head-up and
head-down displays in terrain-following or air-to-ground attack. Another
class involves transitions from pursuit to compensatory display content. These
should be studied.
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APPENDIX A
DETAI_ OF THE SINGLE-AXIS EXPERIMENTS
VEHICLE SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION
The stated objective of the first experimental series was to study
transitions in a single-axis compensatory tracking task among controlled
elements of the approximate form K, K/s, and K/s 2. It appeared that roll
control in a hovering VTOL with either rate or rate plus attitude augmen-
tation would provide a means of obtaining these controlled elements in
the frequency range of interest, and would give a realistic experimental
situation in terms of control system characteristics and failure modes.
A number of vehicles were considered including the Bell X-14A, the
LTV XC-142, and a helicopter. The selection criterion was based on the
availability of airframe dynamic data, control system data and diagrams,
failure data, and loop closures and system surveys. The Bell X-14A (roll
axis) was found to be most suitable on balance, and was chosen as the
subject vehicle.
The X-14A is described in Ref. 11. The roll dynamics of the basic
airframe in hover are approximately a pure inertia, neglectingthe small
aerodynamic effects. Reaction control jets at the wingtips provide for
roll control.
_LIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A variable stability control system (described in Refs. 12--14) has
been added to the X-14A to permit variations in the control power and
roll rate damping. It was mechanized in the simulation to provide a
roll-rate damping inner loop. It consists of a rate gyro and associated
electronics driving an electric servomotor which positions the reaction
nozzles. It was mechanized in series with the pilot for simulation
purposes, although the airplane has it in parallel.
A roll attitude feedback system operating in series with the pilot's
control output was also desired in order to obtain an approximately pure
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gain controlled element over a nominal frequency range. Sucha system
was synthesized analytically for purposes of this study using a vertical
gyro and associated electronics driving the nozzle servo. The roll rate
feedback functioned as an inner loop. The control systemmechanization
is shownin block diagram form in Fig. I.
Selection of the sensor, actuator, and airframe dynamicscompleted
the specification of the augmentationsystem. The characteristics of
the rate gyro installed in the X-14Awere not known. Representative
transfer functions for the dynamic lags of both gyros were chosen_con-
sistent with the assumedconstraints of light weight and low cost. These
are shownin Fig. 2. The nozzle servo dynamicswere estimated from step
response data for the X-14Asystemgiven in Ref. 13. A second-order form
wasused for simplicity, although the overshoot characteristics suggest
that a third order might have been a slightly better approximation at
high frequency. The airframe was a simple inertia. A roll power of
0.8 rad/sec2 was selected from the data of Ref. 13 to correspond with
goodpilot opinion. The effect in the roll axis of gyroscopic coupling
due to the engines wasassumedto be negligible.
Gains shownin the rate and attitude loops of Fig. 2 were set as
high as possible consistent with sensor and actuator lags. The object
was to select the broadest practicable frequency region of what was
effectively a pure gain controlled element with both loops operating,
and an integration, K/s, controlled element with only the inner loop.
Note that this use of high gains wasnot necessarily consistent with
the rate and attitude loop gains which yielded optimumpilot opinion
in a series of hover task simulation studies wherethe task was to
either hover or perform maneuvers(Refs. 13, 15, 16). The feed-
back loop gains shownin Fig. 2 resulted in the effective controlled
element dynamics (near the region of crossover) given in Table A-I.
Someof the higher frequency lags have beenomitted in Table A-I, because
they have a negligible influence on pilot control activity.
FAILURECHARACTERISTICS
Performance of the transition/degradation experiments involved failing
the augmentation system shown in Fig. I in various ways and observing
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TABLEA-I
EFFECTIVECONTROLLEDELEMENTDYNAMICS
FORTHESINGLE-AXISTUDY
AUGMENTATION
Rate plus attitude
Rate only
Attitude only
None
EFFECTIVE CONTROLLED ELEMENT
I .72
IS 2 + 2 (" 6 )( 5 I 1 ) S + (5 I 1 ) 2111
320
s(s + 18.6)[s 2 + 2(.66)(I0.4)s +
•71 5
[s2 + 2(-.2)(3.3)s + (3.3)2]
.8
2
s
(10.4) 2]
pilot response. To do this in the most realistic way, it was necessary
to know the relative failure rates and mode of failure of the various
components in the controlled element.
The relative failure rates were found by first establishing the
absolute failure rates from typical reliability data, and then noting
the fractional contribution of each component. Several in-house sources
of reliability data yielded the failure rate estimates of Table A-II.
The nozzle servo is included in Table A-II to show its contribution to
the total system failure rate. It was not failed during the simulation,
of course, since it operates in a serial way on the total pilot output
as shown in Fig. 1, and its failure would have resulted in complete
loss of control.
A detailed investigation of the mode of failure of the augmentation
system components was made, using information from several sources including
Refs. 17 through 20. The results are summarized in Table A-Ill. The
component output at time of failure is shown as one of several types of steps
or as a ramp. When the probability of a given failure mode is greater than
90 to 95 percent, it is shown as 100 percent in Table A-Ill for simplicity.
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TABLE A-If
COMPONENT FAILURE RATES
FAILURE RATE
COMPONENT (PER 10£_HIKS) DATA SOURCE
Control Console:
Connector ]
Wire wound pot 20
Rotary switch 35 56 Ref. 23
Power Supply 120 Ref. 24
Nozzle Servo:
Motor_ tach._
gear train 30
Position FB pot 20
Magnetic amplifier 10
Summing amplifier 30 90 Refs. 17, 25
Preamplifier (each) 30 Ref. 24
Rate Gyro 100 Ref. 24
Vertical Gyro 400 Ref. 24
TABLE A-Ill
MODES OF FAILURE FOR THE SINGLE-AXIS STUDY
OUTPUT AT PROBABILITY
COMPONENT
TIME OF FAILURE OF OUTPUT
Control Console Step to zero feedback
in both loops ]009
Power Supply Step to zero feedbackin both loops ]009
Step to zero feedback I009
Rate Loop Preamplifier in rate loop
Attitude Loop Preamplifier Step to zero" feedbackin attitude loop ]009
Rate Gyro Hardover step in
rate loop 100_
Vertical Gyro
Hardover step in
attitude loop
Ramp output in
attitude loop
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Combining the relative failure rates from Table A-If with the
probability of mode of failure in Table A-Ill yielded the set of
transition/degradation situations of Table A-IV. These situations
defined the procedure for the simulation/experimental series. The
presentation sequence of the situations was randomized and they occurred
with the probabilities shown in Table A-IV.
TABLE A-iV
FAILURE SITUATIONS IN THE SINGLE-AXIS STUDY
SITUATION PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE
Both loops fail to zero feedback
Rate loop fails hardover
Attitude loop fails hardover
Attitude loop fails ramp
Rate loop fails to zero feedback
Attitude loop fails to zero feedback
22_'o
PILOT TRANSITION RESPONSE PREDICTIONS
Predictions were made prior to the experiments of the expected pilot
response before_ during, and after the failure. This involved applica-
tion of the original pilot transition response model derived in Ref. 6
and summarized in Section II of the main text.
The first step in response prediction wss to estimate the quasi-linear
pilot describing functions under the stationary conditions existing before
and after the failure. The various controlled elements were given in
Table A-I. The pilot describing functions were estimated using the modeling
techniques of Ref. 7 , and these plus the characteristic closed-loop roots
are shown in Table A-V. A compact notation for polynomial factors is used
in this table and elsewhere in the report, i.e.:
denote (s + a) by (a)
denote [s2 + 2_ms + 21 by [_ _m]
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The relatively high frequency dynamic lags due to the gyros and control
nozzles were included in the loop closures of Table A-V, even though they
are not shown in the effective controlled elements column or Table A-I.
The steady-state describing functions and closed-loop dynamics define
the "boundary conditions" on both sides of the transition response (as
discussed in Section II).
The transition response of the pilot immediately following the failure
contained two distinct phases, according to the original model in Section II.
The first of these was the "retention phase" which usually lasted less than
a second and involved the prefailure pilot (describing function) adaptation
in control of the postfailure controlled element. The next phase of the
transition response had been dubbed the "optimal control phase." It in-
volved large, rapid, stick deflections to stabilize the system and reduce
the accumulated error; often in a nearly time optimal manner for a single-
axis fixed-base task.
Retention phase predictions were made by combining the closed-loop
dynamics of the prefailure pilot (YPl) and the postfailure controlled
element (Yc2)" The various failure situations are summarized in Table A-VI,
together with the retention phase dynamics and characteristic closed-loop
roots.
Comparing the closed-loop roots in Tables A-V and A-VI shows that
each type of failure results in an unstable quadratic pair which dominates
the initial response following failure and causes the system to diverge.
This divergence in the displayed error allows the pilot to detect and
(at least) partially identify the failure. He then switches to a mode
of control which stabilizes the system and reduces the error.
Predictions of pilot response during the optimal control phase had
been made in Ref. 6 using phase plane techniques; assuming the time
optimal model to be valid. These predictions related more to "form"
than to specific quantitative results; i.e., the minimum number of pilot
stick reversals and the bang durations could be determined, but numerical
values of the bang amplitudes and threshold levels for detection and
switching to postfailure steady-state operation could not be predicted
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very precisely at that writing. As a result, no predictions other than
those in Ref. 6 were made for this phase.
SIMULATION MECHANIZATION
The simulation was mechanized on GEDA analog computers in conjunction
with a P-51 cockpit containing a center stick controller and a horizon
line (inside-out) roll display. A random-appearing command input, _i,
was used with a cutoff at I-5 rad/sec. The flight control system was
failed in various ways by the experimenter using switching logic. The
failures were presented in a random sequence during the experiments with
relative frequency derived from Table A-IV. The recorded data consisted
of time histories of the various signals in the loop. Mean-square errors
were measured to determine the training level of the subject. Amplifying
details on the mechanization and setup are given in succeeding paragraphs.
The analog diagram is given by Fig. 3. It shows the switching,
scaling, and cockpit connections. A hold circuit was used to terminate
the problem if the roll motions become too large. A squared error circuit
provided an error score which was used to measure the subject's performance.
The forcing Ikmction was an approximately Gaussian, random-appearing,
roll command consisting of a sum of six equal amplitude sinusoids. The
six input frequencies (in rad/sec) were: .157, .262, .393, .602, .969,
and 1.49. They were chosen to be nonharmonically related, and to have
their sum and difference frequencies nonharmonically related. The ampli-
tudes were scaled to give an rms bank angle on the CRT display of 5 deg.
Two additional sine waves were present in some of the experiments at
2.54 and 4.03 rad/sec, respectively. These had one-tenth the amplitude
of the lower frequency components and their effect on the response charac-
teristics was assumed to be negligible (in accordance with past experience).
A limiter was placed at the output of the automatic loops to restrict
their authority following failure (relative to that of the pilot), thereby
permitting the pilot to fly the failed vehicle and to produce a control
bias to counter a hardover. The limit occurred at +-3 in. of equivalent
pilot stick deflection (of the ±5 in. available). The hardover failures
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resulted in a step bias equivalent to I-I,/2 in. of equivalent stick
deflection. The ramp also terminated at I-I/2 in. equivalent stick
after 2 sec. The effective controlled element dynamics changed for
very large roll angles because of the limiter, and this occurred
occasionally during the hardover failure conditions (where a pilot
bias was required). This nonlinearity did not appear to have a sig-
nificant effect on the results of the experiments as they related to
transition models or the graceful degradation hypothesis.
SUBJECT BACKGROUND AND TRAINING PROCEDURES
The principal subject for the experiments (ROB) was a 33 year old
commercial pilot with 1700 hours of flight experience, including F-86D,
F-84F, F-I02, and Boeing 707 aircraft. He is an engineering psychologist
who has participated in that technical capacity in other programs related
to human operator response and manual control displays. His duties in
connection with this study were strictly those of a pilot subject, however,
and he was not familiar with the experimental details, purposes, or any
anticipated outcomes. He had not had much prior experience as a subject
in simulated tracking tasks, and about 10 hours of practice (180 trials of
3 to 4 minutes) were used to familiarize him with the problem and to
obtain an asymptotic level of performance. One other subject (JDM) whose
describing function and performance had been measured in similar tasks
in the past was used occasionally during the training period in order
to help "calibrate" the principal subject.
Initial training consisted of practicing each of the various controlled
element dynamics as a stationary tracking task. The subject was told that
"he was controlling the roll degree of freedom in a hovering VTOL, to keep
the wings level, a_d to minimize the bank angle tracking error." He was
not told what the controlled element dynamics were nor what his control
technique should be. After an apparently asymptotic level of performance
with the stationary dynamics was obtained, the failure situations were
practiced. The subject was told "we are going to fail the FCS in various
ways, the failures will occur at random and without warning, and you will
not know what the failure is." The subject was not instructed in the
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desired control technique, nor washe familiar with current models of
pilot transition response.
It becameapparent after about 6 hours (I 20 trials) of practice,
that the subject's performancewaspoorer than that of other past
subjects in similar stationary and failure situations, although a
"stable" level of performancehad been reached. Since it was apparent
that he wasnot going to improve, steps were takento ascertain his
tracking "performancecriteria," becausethis wasa likely source of
discrepancy. Questioning revealed that his technique was to: halt
the upset (divergence), stabilize the aircraft at the resultant bank
angle, and then return it to wings level. It appearedthat he was
giving considerable weight to minimizing bank angle rate, angular
acceleration, and possibly control activity--not to bank angle error
alone. Following a discussion with the subject of the implications of
minimummean-squareerror (and further practice) his performance improved
significantly as measuredby (I) mean-squareerror in stationary tasks,
and (2) transition times following FCSfailure. Furthermore, his perfor-
mancewasmore comparableto that of other subjects in past experiments.
_X_AL PROCEDURE
Following training, 160 experimental runs were made to obtain single-
axis transition response data. This included I00 runs where the pre-
failure controlled element dynamics were approximately a gain (rate plus
attitude augmentation of the vehicle) and 60 runs with K/s prefail_re
controlled element dynamics (rate augmentation only). The numbers and
types of data runs are summarized in Table A-VII. The two different
types of prefailure controlled element dynamics were not mixed in any
given experimental session. For example, in an afternoon session
involving 2 hours of experiments, the prefailure dyn_mics would always
be either a gain or K/s (not a mixture). In addition, the order of
presentation of the various failure situations was randomized.
Each experimental session began with a I0 to 15 minute warmup period
consisting of both stationary tracking and failure situations. Each
data run lasted 3 to 4 minutes, and the failure occurred at a random
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time I to 3 minutes after the start. A one minute rest period was taken
between runs. After a series of runs lasting about 20 minutes the subject
was given a longer rest period where he got out of the cockpit. Typically,
15 to 20 runs were made in the course of a morning or afternoon. The cock-
pit cover was closed during the runs (the subject could see only the display)
to minimize distractions and alerting which might have been caused by actions
of the experimenter.
TABLE A-VII
SUMMARY OF SINGLE-AXIS EXPERIMENTAL RUNS
PREFAILNRE POSTFALLURE FAILURE NUMBER
AUGMENTATION AUGMENTATION MODE OF RUNS
Rat e
Rate Plus
Attitude
(Ycl - K)
Yc
Non e
Yc2 s 2
Attitude
K
It neg.)
None
Soft
Hard
43
17
Soft 4
Ramp 22
Hard 32
Soft
Hard 14
Soft 24
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APPENDIX B
DETAIL$ OF THE MULTIPLE-AXIS EXPERIMENTS
VEHICLE SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION
The stated objective of the second experimental series was to study
transitions in a multiple-axis compensatory tracking task. The task
selected was that of lateral control of a fixed-wing aircraft. Certain
dynamic characteristics of the airframe-plus-augmenter system were desired
for t_is case in order to properly exercise the graceful degradation
hypothesis. It was decided that a good lateral example would have the
following properties.
(]) _0q_/_i _ I, airframe alone
(2) _d' _ _ O, airframe alone
(3) Good r -_'_r augmenter loop
This gives a case that the pilot can and must fly with manual rudder
plus aileron in the event of rudder-axis augmenter failure. The augmenter
gain can be adjusted to give either optimum _d or just so-so d before the
failure, in order to exa_ne the effect of differential Yc" To obtain
well-defined levels of relative degradation, rather unusual sets of vehicle
dynamics and yaw-rate damper characteristics were required. As a result,
the specific vehicle was a hybrid, with the yaw damper similar to that
used in the F-J06. The desired bare-airframe characteristics,* as defined
in terms of the vehicle transfer function factors, are presented in
Table B-I. Using the approximate factors in Ref. 22 along with these
desired dynamic characteristics led to the set of stability derivatives
given in Table B-2.
*With the exception of the dutch roll characteristics, these
characteristics lead to good handling qualities (Ref. 2]). The subsequent
selections of control effectiveness values were also made to be as near
optimum as possible.
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TABLEB-I
BARE-AIRFRAMECHARACTERISTICS
PARAMETER VALUE REMARKS
1-- - 0 A neutrally stable spiral mode
Ts wasdesired.
1_ 5 sec-] Goodrolling characteristicsTR were desired.
_d
_r
_d
_d
1.15
--15
.2
2 rad/sec
2.5
Bad Dutch roll characteristics
were desired to force the pilot
to close a yaw-rate-to-rudder
loop.
An unstable Dutch roll was
desired in order to make the
control task difficult.
This permitted a good r -_'Sr
augmenter loop to be closed.
The pilot must be able to control
the Dutch roll mode.
This kept the Dutch roll mode
from being merely a "snaking"
motion.
TABLE B-II
STABILITY DERIVATIVES FOR THE BARE AIRFRAME
!
N_ = 4
I
Nr = •6
!
L_ = -25
g/uo = .o32
= -5
N_ = .032
I
Lr = 0
Yv = 0
!
N_ = --2a
' = -40L5 a
N' =5r -3.2
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The above value of g/U o corresponds to an airplane traveling at
1,000 ft/sec (or about 682 miles per hour). To be moving that fast,
and yet have a dutch roll frequency of only 2 rad/sec, is an unusual
situation. Rather than trying to pinpoint the altitude and airplane
structural geometry consistent with the above characteristics, it will
merely be noted that the dynamics are not wholly unreasonable, and that
they accentuate the appropriate qualities desired in the simulation.
The pertinent open-loop transfer functions resulting from the above
derivatives are given below for reference.
-_o[s 2 + 2(-._3)(2.29)s + (2.29)2]
(s - .o24)(s + _)[s2 + 2(-._4)(2)s + (2)2]
r
_r
-3.2(s + _)[s2 + 2(-.o4)(.2)s + (.4)2]
(s- .o24)(s + 5)Is2 + 2(-.14)(2)s + (2)2]
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRII_TION
The only automatic control device used in this simulation was a yaw
rate augmenter. Its function was to add damping to the dutch roll mode
to give the pilot a better airplane to fly. To keep the augmenter from
opposing the pilot in steady turns, the yaw rate signal from the rate
gyro was "washed out" before being fed to the rudder actuator. Figure 23
presents the relationships among system elements for the multiple-loop
control task.
By closing the r _Sr augmenter loop at several gains, it is
possible to generate various levels of improved dutch roll charac-
teristics. A root locus plot of the washed-out r -_-5 r loop closures
is shown in the sketch on the next page. A washout time constant of
•25 sec was chosen as a result of a compromise between good dutch roll
damping and turn-entry dynamics. It was found that the closure of the
yaw rate damper loop alone did not provide all of the desired configura-
tions. Therefore, the stability derivative N_ and one of the control
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Loop Closure
Sketch. Root Locus Plot of a Washed-Out r -_5 r Loop Closure
T
effectiveness derivatives, NSa , were changed as the damper loop was closed.
They were changed back instantaneously when a configuration was failed to
the basic airframe alone. These added changes allowed _d and _ and _d
to be varied independently of any other parameters.
To generate data pertinent to the graceful degradation hypothesis,
it was decided to use three prefailure airplanes: one with good-to-
optimum dutch roll damping (Configuration A), and two with only slight
dutch roll damping. The two with only slight dutch roll damping differed
in that one had a value of _/_ d equal to unity (Configuration B), and
the other had a value of _/_ d equal to 1.3 (Configuration C). The two
values of dutch roll damping were obtained via two values of gain in the
yaw damper loop closure, while the values of _/_d were determined by
I
the stability derivative NSa.
In Case A (with Kr5 r optimum) the pilot can use aileron-only control
before the failure, but must use the rudder after the failure. In Case B
the pilot may occasionally use the rudder before the failure if the dutch
roll is excited by a disturbance input. In Case C some manual rudder con-
trol is always required before failure in order to avoid destabilizing
the dutch roll. Failures were both hard and soft. (An occasional fail-
operational situation with a cockpit failure warning light being energized
showed the pilot to be ignoring the light.)
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It was desired to have the three prefailure airplanes as different
from each other as possible (so that a pilot could recognize which con-
figuration he was controlling) as well as different from the postfailure
airplane (Configuration E). In this way it was hoped to maximize any
differences in the failure data for the various configurations. The
unaugmented airplane and the three augmented versions selected were rated
(Cooper scale) as an 8, 6, 4, and 2, respectively, by a pilot experienced
in rating airplanes. The dynamic characteristics and stability derivatives
for these configurations are given in Table B-I. From the values given in
Table B-Ill it is seen that the closed-SAS loop dynamics for bank angle
control (without the pilot closing a rudder loop) are given by:
Configuration A (good) :
(_-_a) _ --40(s + .31 )Is2 + 2( .70)(1.80)s + (I .80)21
r-_6rSA S s(s + .52)(s + 5)[s 2 + 2(.70)(1.65)s + (1 .65) 2]
Configuration B (fair, a_0 " _d):
-_- 6rSAS
-40(s + .26)[s2 + 2(.16)(I .96)s + (1.96)2]
s(s + .29)(s + 5)[s 2 + 2( .15)(1-95)s + (1.95) 2 ]
Configuration C (poor, _ > _d) :
-_ _rSA S
_ -40(s + .26)[s2 + 2(.13)(2.52)s + (2._2)2]
s(s+ .29)(s+ _)[s2 + 2(.i_)(i.9_)s+ (i.9_)2]
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FAILURES
The multiple-loop block diagram in Fig. 23 can be expanded to show
the detailed mechanization of the yaw damper loop. This is done in
Fig. 24. The yaw damper loop features a dual redundant valve and
actuator with sufficient logic to give a fail operational capability
under certain circumstances. The remaining SAS components are not dual.
The control console and electrical power supply are shown because they
6O
TABLE B-Ill
SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES
I
Ts
I
_woi2_
J5aNu M
f! ETI
--.02_
"C" "B" "A"
.29
.26
0
.29
.26
0
.52
.3]
I
5.o 5.o 5.o 5-o
TR
_a 2.oo ] .95 ] .95 ] .65
_a -.i_ .15 .15 .70
I .96d_p 2.29 2.52 I .80
_m -.13 43 .16 .70
Yv 0 0 0 0
L_ -25 --25 -25 -25
!
N_ 4 4 4 4
g .032 .032 .032 .032
Uo
L_ -5 -5 -5 -5
•032 .032 .032 .032
!
Nr
I_ 0 0
•6 0
0 0
0 0
L_a -4O -4O -4O -4O
N_a -,2 -4 0 0
N_r -3.2 -3.2 -3.2 -3.2
-3.20from_-'25Ks_
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contribute to the reliability and failure mode analyses. Representative
values of the valve-actuator and rate gyro dynamics were used. The
washout circuit characteristics were tailored to suit the selected
airframe dynamics.
The failure modes and rates of failure for the SAS components shown
in Fig. 24 are summarized in Table B-IV. These failure rates derive
TABLE B-IV
RELIABILITY AND FAILURE MODE SUMMARY FOR LATERAL AIRPLANE
FAILURE RATE
(per 106 hours)
FAILURE RATE
DATA SOURCE
FAILURE MODE
COMPONENT
SAS TRANSIENT PROBABILITY
Control Console 56 Ref. 23 Step to zerofeedback 1009
Power Supply 120 Ref. 24 Step to zero 1009
feedback
Rate Gyro IO0 Ref. 24 Step* hard- 1009
over rudder
Preamplifier 30 Ref. 24 Step to zero 1009
feedback
!Washout Circuit 78 Ref. 24 Step to zerofeedback 1009
Servoamplifier 30 Ref. 24 Step to zero 1009
feedback
Ref. 24 41 9None, opera-
tional
Hold position
(of feedback 599
signal)
Dual Redundant
Valve and Actuator IO7O
Ref. 24
*Not a true step because it is filtered through the washout.
from a study of the flight control system in the A-4C aircraft, Ref. 24.
The failure mode transients and probabilities shown are based on analyses
made during the Case I study, Refs. 23- 25, plus data on valves and
actuators given in Ref. 26. When one failure mode was dominant it was
assumed (for simplicity) to have a IO0 percent likelihood of occurrence.
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Combininglike SAStransients from Table B-IV in proportion to failure
rates (or probabilities of occurrence) leads to the overall failure mode
summaryin Table B-V. Although reasonable for actual failures, the
TABLEB-V
SUMMARYOFFAILUREMODESOFSASCOMPONENTS
SASTRANSIENT
None, operational
Hold position
Step to zero feedback
Step hardover
PROBABILITY
42_
m_
above percentages were not practical for the purposes of this simulation
study. Preliminary tests showed the pilot to be ignoring a failure
warning light. Thus I he was essentially oblivious to the fail-operational
situation. In addition, the transient associated with the step-to-zero-
feedback failure produced a step rudder change that resembled the transient
from the hardover rudder situation (to the extent that both caused the turn
needle to "jump"). Due to the similarity of the failure symptoms, the step-
to-zei_o-feedback failures were combined with the hardover-rudder-signal
failures. Then it was decided to omit the fail-operational cases. This
left two types of failure transients: the soft failure (hold position
of signal to actuator) and the hard failure (with a washed-out rudder
step*). These were presented to the pilot with equal frequency and in
a random sequence.
PREDICTION OF PILOT TRANSITION RESPONSE
Prediction of pilot transition response involves several analytical
steps. The pilot's describing functions appropriate to the prefailure
and postfailure steady-state dynamics must be estimated using the tech-
niques and crossover model of Ref. 7 • The operator's control response
*A washed-out step is a step attenuated by a factor of e-at •
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following retention is estimated using a time optimal model. The former
is straightforward, while the time optimal response is relatively unique
as shown in the discussion given below.
The yaw-rate-to-rudder transfer function following failure is given
approximately by:
r - Ks
5r [s2 + 2]
The corresponding differential equation during switching (when the rudder
is moved) is:
+ _2r = KSr
Integrating over an arbitrarily short time interval yields the following
finite difference equation (A denotes an incremental change):
fir = K_5 r
which is applicable immediately after switching. This shows that a step
change in rudder, f_Sr, causes a step change in yaw rate, f_.
Between switches (when the rudder is motionless) the differential
equation becomes
+ _2r = 0
which has the solution
r = A sin(_t + _)
Adding the squares of _r and _ gives
_2 + _2r2 = A2_2 ,
which shows the coasting trajectories to be circles on the phase plane of
of _ versus _r.
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Combiningthe coasting and switching trajectories gives the phase
" plane portrait of the sketch. Clearly, the optimum time to switch is when
r = O, as this is the only time that the origin is directly approached
- (for the zero damping case).
_r
Sketch. Phase Plane Portrait of Time Optimal Yaw Rate Damping
An actual phase plane plot was generated during the simulation
experiments. The result is presented in Fig. 45.
SIMULATION DETAILS
Using the stability derivatives given above, the equations of motion
for the simulated airplane are:
s -.032
25 s(s + 5)
--4 -.032s
0 = 0 8a + 8r
s - -3.2
! !
where the values of NSa and Nr are determined by the configuration being
simulateS, ana the I_ddei _ deflection is the sum of two comDonents (from
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the pilot and the SAS). Thus,
$r = $rp + 8rSA S
Per the earlier discussion of the yaw damper, the rudder deflection due
to the SAS is given by
where the value of K is determined by the configuration being simulated.
Combining the last two relations with the equations of motion leads to:
I! -.032
s(s + 7)
-.o32s
0 q0 = 0 5a + 5rp
This set of equations was simulated on an analog computer via the analog
mechanization shown in Fig. 25.
The equipment used in the simulation is most conveniently presented
via the following listing:
Gedas (two linear racks and one nonlinear rack),
bank of comparators (for switching), function
generator and demodulator (producing a sum of
sine waves) used to produce a random-appearing
gust input to the airplane
P-51 cockpit with a two-gun CRT (for generating
a display) and miscellaneous meters (in addition
to center stick and rudder pedals)
• Strip recorder
• FMtape recorder
The cockpit layout is described as a conventional seat, stick, and
pedal arrangement. Because this is a fixed-base simulator, there were
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no motion cues available to the pilot. The primary displays of bank
angle and turn rate were generated on a two-gun CRT located roughly
at eye height and about I2 in. from the pilot. In addition3 a meter
was set up to resemble the "ball". This meter was wired to indicate
a lagged sideslip, and responded quite like a conventional ball in
kerosene. One additional display was utilized in that the "doughnut"
on an angle-of-attack indexer was wired to light up when a failure had
occurred. The CRT and ball displays were arranged as shown in the sketch.
• .......;.-;_;÷
Failure
Indicator
Light
Horizon Bar
:_:::, Structure.,
Inside
Cockp,
Sketch. Cockpit Display (Indicating Coordinated Left Turn)
One gun of the CRT was used to simulate a horizon bar. This bar (or
line) was made to rotate through an angle equal to the airplane bank angle.
With the airplane model painted on the CRT face, this resembles a conven-
tional attitude gyro presentation. The other CRT gun was used to generate
a turn needle which operated exactly as a conventional t_±-_, _eedle.
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The switching (during a simulated failure) of the yaw-damper gain,
!
the transient input, and the change of NBa were accomplished with a bank
of comparators wired as shown in Fig. 26. The cockpit failure light
was also controlled via these comparators.
The airplane was disturbed by a simulated gust input. Because the
gusts were filtered by the airplane dynamics, this modified the effective
displayed bandwidth. The random-appearing gusts were actually a sum of
nine sine waves (obtained from a function generator) as shown in Table B-VI.
The gusts were applied to the airplane as sideslip gusts having an rms value
of I .4 deg.
TABLE B-VI
DESCRIPTION OF SINE WAVES USED TO SIMULATE GUST DISTURBANCE
FREQUENCY
(rad/seo)
0.3142
0.5o27
0.7540
] .1938
I.9478
3.2o44
5.1 522
13.1319
] 9.9806
RELATIVE
AMPLITUDE
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.2
0.1
0.1
A strip recorder was used to record the gust input, bank angle, and
yaw rate, the aileron and rudder deflections, and the yaw-damper output.
These same variables were also recorded on an FMmagnetic tape recorder.
PIIX_ SUBJECTS
Two subjects were used during the experiments. One (CWC) is a
high-time (several thousand hours) military fighter pilot as well as
a commercial airline copilot (instrument rated), and the other (WES)
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is a ]60-hour private pilot (not instrument rated). Both are about 30
years old. Neither pilot was familiar with the experimental details
or the ultimate objectives.
The specific instructions to the pilot were:
"Minimize bank angle and yaw rate as well as you can
throughout the run. Try to never lose control of
the vehicle after a failure. If at any time you
feel tired, we would like you to stop and take a
rest so we can get consistent data from an alert
pilot."
Because no "desired" control strategy was given in the instructions,
the pilot was forced to evolve his own strategy to minimize errors.
The training procedures for this simulation were quite simple. Each
pilot spent about a week (at two hours per day) practicing controlling all
of the various configurations as stationary tracking tasks. When an
asymptotic level of proficiency with each configuration was reached,
failures were then interjected. After practicing the various failures
for a few days (approximately 200 trial failures), the experimental
runs were made. Subsequent to the initial learning, no substantial
differences between the two pilots were evident.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The equipment was checked each morning with an analog pilot that gave
zero closed-loop damping. Then a series of five two-minute (approximately)
runs was done with the subject controlling a given prefailure configura-
tion. During the runs the cockpit cover was closed so he could see only
the display. The subject would rest for several minutes prior to going
through five more two-minute runs with a different prefailure configura-
tion. Such a sequence was carried out twice a day for about two hours
each time. Longer rest periods were periodically interjected into the
above schedule to keep from tiring the subject. A total of ninety rums
was made with CWC during the final experiments, with the failure occurring
65 sec into each run.
The configurations were presented in a (somewhat) random sequence,
as were the types of failures simulated. The failures for a series of
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five runs were chosen(in order) from
a master list of failure-sequence.
Themaster failure-sequence used for
the final experiments is given in
Table B-VII. By using the master
sequenceit was possible to retain
the relative expected failure rates
in the simulation. The final ninety
experimental runs were distributed as
shownin Table B-VIII.
TABLEB-VII
MASTERSEQUENCE
OFFAILURES
Soft
Soft
Hard
Soft
Hard
Hard
Soft
Soft
Hard
Hard
TABLEB-VIII
DISTRIBUTIONOFEXPERIMENTALRUNS
PREFA,ILURE
CONFIGURATION
A
B
TYPEOF
FAILURE
Soft
Hard
Soft
Hard
Soft
Hard
NUMBER
OR
RUNS
15
15
15
15
15
15
7O
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Time histories of the various signals in the loop were tape-recorded
during the multiple-loop experiments. The following signals were recorded:
• Sideslip gust disturbance, _g
• Roll angle,
• Pilot aileron output, 5a
• Yaw rate, r
• Pilot rudder output, 5rp
• Yaw rate augmenter output, 5rSAS
This was done for I_ runs of each of the six multiple-loop failure situations
(90 runs in all). The data were digitized at a rate of 10 samples per second.
The basic 2 min. runs were truncated at 30 sec (I0 sec before failure to 20 sec
after) to reduce computation costs while retaining the essential portions of
the data. Digital analyses were not made on the single-loop results.
The digitized data were analyzed on a CDC 3600 computer using "BOMM,
A System of Programs for the Analysis of Time Series" (Ref. 27). Calculations
were made over an ensemble of five runs* from each of the six failure situa-
tions (30 runs in all) to determine the time-varying characteristics before,
during, and after failure. The signals analyzed included pilot aileron out-
put, pilot rudder output, and yaw rate. Computations were made of the time-
varying means, standard deviations, and power spectra for each of the three
signals for the 30 runs, as discussed below.
A. MEAN COMP_ATION
The first step was to compute the time-varying (arithmetic) mean over an
ensemble of five runs at 0.1 sec intervals. The failures were "synchronized"
to occur at the same time. This involved taking the five data points (one
from each run) at any given time interval, adding them algebraically, and
*Preliminary calculations were made with all I_ runs in the ensemble, but
the cost of computation was excessive.
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dividing by five. The ensemblecan be denoted formally by:
i=I, ..., NIui'j ; j = I, ..., M
In the case at hand, N = 5 membersof the ensembleand M = 300 samplesin
time. The time-varying meanover the ensembleof N signals is given by:
N
I (C-_)
_J - N _ ui,ji=I
Under stationary conditions or with a soft-failure (i.e., changein augmenter
gain only) this should approach zero as the numberof ensemblemembersbecomes
large.
The next step was to subtract the time-varying mean__j, from each of the
N signals. This was done to take out the deterministic and nonstationary
effects (associated with the hardovers), leaving only a stationary residual.
This had the disadvantage of introducing high frequency variability in each
of the signals becauseof the variability of the meandue to the small sample
size. The value of extracting the deterministic pilot output (neededfor
modeling) was felt to outweigh the disadvantages in this case.
B. STANDARD DEVIATIO_ COMPUTATION
The time-varying run-to-run variability across the ensemble was estimated
via the standard deviation (square root of the variance). At any given time, j,
each signal (minus the mean) was squared, and the sum of squares was divided
by the number of ensemble members, N, less one. The variance is formally
denoted by : N
2 ! 2
- -i (ui,j- (c-2)
Its square root is the standard deviation.
C. POWER SPECTRUM COMPUTATION
Spectral analysis techniques provide a means of estimating the pilot's
quasi-linear describing function and level of control activity. A variety
of computational methods have been used in past studies of the human operator
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in stationary tasks, almost all involving time-averaging to obtain a single
frequency function for a given run. In nonstationary tasks (e.g., dynamic
transitions due to failures) the t_e-varyi_ spectra are of great interest
becausethey showin what way and howfast the pilot adapts to the new
dynamics.
At the outset it wasdesired to co_ute power spectra for the three
signals, _rp, Sa, and r, as well as their cross spectra with the input (to
obtain describing functions). The power spectra were ultimate_ obtained,
but the cross spectra were not becauseof the limited scope of the study.
The computational technique described below (adapted from Ref. 28) could be
extendedeasily to cross spectra.
The first step in computing the power spectra was to computethe time-
varying autocorrelation "function" (a two-dimensional surface defined at
discrete points) for each of the signals in the ensemble{ui,j}. The auto-
correlation function (surface) for the ith memberis a set of K functions
defined by
i = I, ..., N
Ri,j,k = ui,jui,j +k ; j = O, ..., M-k (C-3)
k = O, ..., K-I
whereK is the numberof samplepoints in the autocorrelation function.
Eachmemberof the ensemblelui,jl is assumedto have the meanremovedas
described previously. Theseautocorrelation functions (surfaces) are aver-
aged over the ensembleto obtain a single estimate. This average is denoted
formally by:
N N
I E I _, ui,jui,j +k (C-41RJ,k - N Ri,j, k - Ni=I i=I
The resultant autocorrelation surface wasdefined every 0.1 sec in time over
a 30 sec period, and for lags at 0.1 sec intervals from 0 through 0.5 sec
: 6).
The next step was to short-time-average the autocorrelation function
(surface) to obtain finite run lengths which would yield spectral points
having five degrees of freedom (one for each ensemble member) for the filter
bandwidths chosen (by choosing K), see Ref. 29. This turned out to be about
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I sec, and exactly I sec waschosenas the short time-averaging interval.
The procedure is simply to take the meanof successive groups of I0 in the
300points in time.* Formally,
I 9
RI, k - 10 E Rn+m,k ; i : I, 2, ..., 30 (C-5)
m=O
wheren = 10(1-I) + I, 10 is the numberof terms in a given group for unit
increase in l, and Rn +m,k derives from Eq. C-4.
The rough power spectrum (surface) wasobtained from the autocorrelation
function (surface) by Fourier transformation. This is accomplished formally
by computing
IR K-2 qk_ _1¢l,q = 2 1,0 + 2 _ RI, k cos + cos qk=1 K-I RI,K-I
(C-6)
where i = I, ..., 30--k
q = I, ..., K-I = I, ''', 5
The resulting rough power spectrtun (surface) was smoothedusing a Hanning
filter lag window (see Ref. 29) to obtain a better statistical estimate.
D. P(Yw"E.R8PEC'TP,A l%1_BT.zr._B
The time-varying power spectra were computed as described above for
the three signals, _rp, 5a, and r, in each of the six failure situations.
The 5a spectra are relatively invariant across the failure and they have
not been plotted. The rudder pedal and yaw rate data are of most interest
and these are plotted in Figs. 56 through 59 for soft- and hard-failures,
respectively. Each spectral point has the units of the basic signals
squared, expressed in power decibels (I0 log10 ) • Six spectral points
were computed in each case (from 0 to 31.4 rad/sec), but only the first
*In the actual computations the 3Oth point in RI, k was disregarded
because of errors due to "end effects."
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three frequency bands are shown. Thehigher frequency points were in
the asymptotic noise level, and were further contaminated by removal of
the ensembleaveragemean.
Eachdata point represents an averageover ] sec and 5 ensemble
members. The failure occurred between the 10th and ]]th seconds. The
data for the 3Oth second have been omitted because they were contaminated
by end effects. The first data point in time is also unreliable. The
hardover failures occurred to the left and to the right (rudder deflection)
in the experimental series. The signs on those to the left were changed
before analysis to give all of them the same polarity.
The yaw rate error spectra are shown in Figs. 57 and 59- The
prefailure spectral levels are generally in the direction predicted;
i.e., Configuration A less than B less than C. The postfailure steady-
state levels (all Configuration E) are all the same, as expected. The
yaw rate spectra for the transition period (roughly the 10th to 13th
second) show the following:
The Configuration A error level increases
abruptly in I second for the hard-failure
case to a level higher than B or C, as shown
in the low frequency data on Fig. 59. The sub-
sequent data are indistinguishable from the
steady state indicating the brevity of the
transition for hardover.
The Configuration A power level in the soft case
increases gradually from the ]Oth to 13th second
where it becomes higher than B or C, as shown in
the low frequency data of Fig. 57. The postfailure
steady-state period follows.
The Configuration B data show the lowest error
level during the 11th to 14th second for the
hard-failure cases of Fig. 59.
The rudder deflection spectra are shown in Figs. 56 and 58. As
expected the power level for Configuration A increases rapidly in the
11th and 12th second. For soft-failures, it actually goes down in the
11th second and then increases_ reflecting the longer retention period
observed in the soft-failure time histories.
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Thedata of Figs. 56-59 are very interesting, but they do not
provide strong insight into the mechanismof transition. This is
undoubtedly due to the smoothingeffect of averaging over both time
and the ensembleof 5 runs. The general trends are consistent with
the analyses and predictions of the main text. The data are probably
most useful in showingthe time variation in spectral levels that
exist both in steady state and during transition. For rapidly time
varying, yet low frequency phenomenaof the sort under consideration,
the fundamentalrestriction of uncertainty becomesa barrier in any
averaging or fitting process, and individual time histories with
their transient insight are generally moreuseful.
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Figure 33. Example of a Soft-Failure with Configuration C
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